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What is Information analysis techniques

A choice has been made for initiating a change, but what techniques can you use to make this change?

In this training, the following techniques are discussed to support the chosen change:

- Environmental modeling and drafting business requirements in order to understand what is affected by the desired change;
- Functional modeling, object modeling / goal decomposition to investigate how to divide the change in manageable pieces;
- Information needs analysis and data modeling based on the functional model and object model to investigate what information is needed to achieve your goals;
- And finally, business process modeling to survey the consequences for the processes involved in the change and in which you determine the impact of the change organization wide (POPIT).

Whether you are working in a waterfall or in an agile environment, the techniques discussed here will always help you in clarifying and implementing the change.

Who is Information analysis techniques for

You have business experience and / or knowledge of system development (functional). You also have analytical insight and abstraction.

You are for example:

- Business analyst,
- Functional (application) designer or
- Functional (application) manager.
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